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PAX Voices  make up an Evidence-Based Kernel allowing the teacher to create predictive
expectations for appropriate voice levels for each activity. These voice level expectations allow 
students to evaluate their own voice levels against a clearly stated framework.

Step-by-Step Procedure

1. Introduce, teach corresponding hand signals, and model PAX Voices to let students know which  
    voice level to use, without constant reminders or reprimands.
2. Have students predict the appropriate PAX Voice as part of the PAX Vision before various
    activities, contexts, and transitions.
3. Monitor PAX Voices throughout activities by thanking and reinforcing students’ use of the        
    appropriate PAX Voice.
4. Reflect on the students’ performance after the activity and thank them for working as PAX      
    Leaders by using their PAX Voices.

Keep in Mind

• Integrate PAX Voices into the Predict, Monitor, and Reflect parts of the PAX Vision whenever voices  
   could be too soft or too loud.
• Use PAX Quiet to gain attention before delivering a message and NOT to simply quiet students down.  
   After gaining attention, inquire about which PAX Voice is appropriate.
• Reference PAX Voices outside the classroom. This may include the hallway, cafeteria, and playground.

PAX Voices Using PAX Voices increases psychological safety and flexibility by promoting student 
prediction for the appropriate voice before the activity instead of correcting problem behaviors during the 
activity.  When students learn to monitor and reflect upon their behavior, they begin to generalize appro-
priate behavior in other settings. Providing clear voice level expectations increases peace, productivity, 
health, and happiness for everyone.
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